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Welcome

Welcome to MEISTER
MEISTER is a family run company founded by the
Schulte family over 70 years ago. Everything we
manufacture is made in Germany and combines
top quality, maximum comfort and durability –
ensuring our floors look and feel fabulous for
longer and continue to bring rooms to life year
after year.
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Craftsmanship
Our people have passion and take personal pride in the quality of our products
and are totally committed to achieving the very highest standards in everything
we do. Generations have worked at MEISTER and our people have decades
of experience. We invest in the future with apprenticeships and professional
development to ensure we live up to our company motto... “A MEISTER
masterpiece every day!”

Engineering
As you’d expect from a company with German heritage – we are focused
on quality and are committed to new product development and continually
searching for new designs and techniques through technology, to achieve
even more realistic finishes.

Environment
Our guiding principles include respect for natural resources – for example we
never use tropical woods. We take care to use sustainable resources and we
think about future generations – that’s why respect for nature and its resources
is so important to us.

Barolo™ (LD300/25 Melango) | White Grey Oak | 6277

Rosada™ (LD250) | Boathouse Oak | 6188
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Everything we manufacture is made
in Germany and combines top quality,
maximum comfort and durability.
Rosada™ (LD250) | Cognac Rustic Oak | 6256

Laminate flooring

Laminate
flooring
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There’s a MEISTER laminate floor to
enhance any room in your home.

Layer by layer – the highest quality system
Overlay
Our special resin makes the floor extremely
durable and abrasion resistant.

Antistatic décor paper*
Resin-coated décor paper with
harmonious pattern progression.

HDF middle layer
High density fibreboard (HDF) of emission class E1
provides extraordinary durability. AquaSafe system
largely prevents water-induced swelling.

Backing
For stability.

Optional Duralay acoustic underlay

Corsini™ (LS300) | Natural Oak | 6151

* Antistatic properties available
on Corsini™,Chambord™ and
Barolo™ laminates. N.B. Suitable
for all rooms except bathrooms.

Specially designed high density sponge rubber
underlay, with moisture barrier, reduces in room
noise by up to 30%. Product featured is Duralay
Timbermate Excel™.

Authentic textures

Authentic textures
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Every flooring
style we create
has a unique
embossed texture
that is coordinated
with the printed
decor underneath.

Achieving an effect that’s totally realistic isn’t
just about how something looks – it’s about how
it feels too. This is why every style of flooring we
create has a unique embossed texture that is
coordinated with the printed decor pattern
underneath, making it virtually impossible to
tell the difference between MEISTER and the
original material.

WF
Wood Finish Structure
A deep embossed relief that runs
along the length of the grain for a
brushed look and feel.

All laminate wood finishes are
wood effect. Stone and textile
finishes are imitation effect.
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WM
Wood Finish Matt Structure
A deep embossed relief which
emphasises the run of the original
wood grain. The matt appearance
creates an authentic look and feel of
untreated or naturally oiled wood.

P

MP
Matt Pore Structure
A matt surface with a fine, even
structure which adds an elegant
and sophisticated character to
the chosen wood effect.

Pore Structure
Subtle but effective – the fine pore
structure brings the flooring to life
and makes the individual grains of
wood look totally realistic.

PS

RP
Raw Wood Pore Structure
An elegant surface structure that
imitates the natural appearance of
untreated or naturally oiled wood.
With this technology, even the finest
tooling marks can be reproduced,
emphasising the look and feel of
freshly sanded wood.

Special Pore Effect
Embossed surfaces give MEISTER
laminate floors even more
authenticity – especially with the
special pore effect printing. As you
can see here, filled knots and cracks
are individually coordinated to the
decor pattern underneath.
Different depths and degrees of gloss
simulate the natural pore structure
and texture to give this laminate floor
a really authentic appearance.

S
Saw-Cut Structure
Recreates saw cuts running across the
grain and gives a real texture which is
further enhanced by a combined matt
and gloss surface finish.

SP

MG
Matt-Gloss Look
This technique creates a beautiful
silky shimmer which accentuates the
characteristics of the original material
– whether it’s ceramic or textile.

Stone Pore Structure
Our special embossing technique
creates a surface look and feel that’s
almost impossible to distinguish from
the real stone.

Rosada

Laminate flooring

™(LD250)

Our laminate
flooring collections
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There’s a MEISTER
laminate floor to
enhance any room
in your home.

Belvedere

™(LC50)

We offer a wide range of laminate collections with
a variety of features and price points so there’s a
MEISTER laminate floor to enhance any room in
your home – whatever size and whatever style.
From the beautiful Belvedere™ to our top of the
range Barolo™ collection you can choose a
MEISTER masterpiece to suit you and your budget.

Colour & Texture Reproduction

See page 14 ›

Whilst we aim to make all product
images as texture and colour accurate
as possible, we recommend you visit a
stockist to view the MEISTER range as
variances can occur.

Create classic
harmony or achieve
a modern contrast
with a choice of two
realistic oak effects.

Cognac Rustic
Oak
6256

Light Cracked
Oak
6258

Vecchio

™(LD70)

Oak
6055

Antique Oak
6065

Oak Sahara
6262

Rustic Oak
6264

Natural Oak
6153

Lyed Oak
6173

Toffee Oak
6177

See page 18 ›

Antique Grey
Oak
6535

Lyed White Oak
6181

Boathouse Oak
6188

Corsini

™(LS300)

Light Cracked
Oak
6258

Light Boathouse
Oak
6259

Dark Oak
6148

Natural Oak
6151

Light Cracked
Oak
6258

Marzipan Oak
6268

Nougat Oak
6269

Canadian Maple
6017

Vanilla Oak
6265

Caramel Oak
6271

Copper Grey
Oak
6272

Chambord

Cognac Rustic
Oak
6256

™(LB250) Our non-wood inspired range includes slate and sandstone tiles and even a

Anthracite
Textile
6150

Barolo

™(LD300/25

White Oak
Harmonious
6139

See page 22 ›

Enhance a classic look or create something clean and contemporary.
With narrower planks it’s the perfect choice for smaller spaces.

Rustic Oak
6018

Slate Anthracite
6137

A wide range of effects - from the traditional tones of Natural Oak
to the contemporary colouring of Lyed Oak - the choice is yours.

A stunning way to create a sleek look and feel - with longer
planks and a wide range of totally authentic effects.

Toffee Oak
6275

textile design. All with special surface finishes that ensure an authentic look and feel.

Slate Grey
6136

Melango)

Caramel Oak
6276

Slate Sahara
6138

White
Sandstone
6047

Natural Vintage
Oak
6287

See page 32 ›

Plain Pure White
6097

The ultimate in luxurious laminate, with longer, wider,
planks and non-repeating decor for complete authenticity.

White Grey Oak
6277

See page 26 ›

Mohair Grey
Vintage Oak
6288

See page 36 ›
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Belvedere™ (LC50)
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Belvedere

™

From warm rustic charm to
cool and contemporary chic.
Belvedere™ (LC50) | Light Cracked Oak | 6258

(LC50)

Belvedere™ (LC50)

RP
Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Belvedere

™

Cognac Rustic Oak | 6256
A freshly sanded, rustic oak effect for
a naturally beautiful floor.

(LC50)

The perfect way to create a stylish floor that
contrasts or harmonises with your room.
Whether you prefer the warm medium tones
of Cognac Rustic Oak or the paler shades of
Light Cracked Oak, you’re guaranteed a
stunning floor that feels and looks fabulous
as well as totally natural.
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Belvedere™ (LC50) | Cognac Rustic Oak | 6256

WM
Wood Finish
Matt Structure

Specification

Create harmony or
achieve contrast
with your room.

Dimensions: 1288x198mm

Wear Rating:
Domestic Wear Class: 23

Pack size: 3.06m²

Commercial Wear Class: 31
Wear Resistance: AC3

Planks per Pack: 12
Thickness: 7mm
Edge: Square Edge
Click system: Multiclic

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 15 years
Commercial: 5 years
Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

Light Cracked Oak | 6258
Light oak with a matt finish and deep
embossed grain for a completely
natural look and feel.

Vecchio™ (LD70)
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Vecchio

™

(LD70)

Seven sensational effects with a
design to suit every style of interior...
all with a luxurious ‘V-joint’ bevel.
Vecchio™ (LD70) | Lyed Oak | 6173

Vecchio™ (LD70)

PS
Special Pore
Effect

Vecchio

™

Wood Finish
Structure

Whatever style you’re looking for, you’re spoilt for
choice with seven realistic oak effects. Will it be the
mellow tones of Antique Oak or something cool
and contemporary such as the grained Lyed Oak?
All Vecchio™ designs are totally authentic in both
look and feel thanks to their realistic embossed
surface. What’s more, a four-way bevel creates
a genuine ‘V-joint’ for that luxurious individual
plank effect.

P
Pore Structure

WM
Wood Finish
Matt Structure

Vecchio™ (LD70) | Toffee Oak | 6177

Specification

From naturally
neutral to dark and
distinguished.

Dimensions: 1288x198mm

P

Wear Rating:

Pore Structure

Domestic Wear Class: 23
Pack size: 2.55m²

A medium oak effect featuring our
Special Pore printing technique for
a totally authentic look and feel.

(LD70)
WF
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Oak | 6055

Antique Oak | 6065
Mellow tones contrast with dark
graining and deep embossing for
a matured oak floor effect.

Natural Oak | 6153
A light and natural oak effect with
warm tones and realistic pore texture
for a totally authentic look and feel.

Lyed Oak | 6173
Subtle shades complemented by a
deep embossed grain and matt finish
for a stylish, untreated oak effect.

Toffee Oak | 6177
A mid-toned floor featuring our
special pore effect surface for a totally
authentic and natural look and feel.

Commercial Wear Class: 32
Wear Resistance: AC4

Planks per Pack: 10
Thickness: 8mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Multiclic

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 20 years
Commercial: 5 years
Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.

MP
Matt Pore
Structure

Antique Grey Oak | 6535
A dark and sophisticated grey oak
with a fine Matt Pore finish for a
distinctive elegance.

* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

P
Pore Structure

Lyed White Oak | 6181
Cool and contemporary with
a beautiful Pore Structure,
creating a natural effect

Rosada™ (LD250)
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Rosada

™

(LD250)

A selection of six designs with longer
planks and ‘V-joint’ bevel for that
luxurious individual plank effect.
Rosada™ (LD250) | Rustic Oak | 6264

Rosada™ (LD250)

RP
Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Rosada

™

Fresh and light with neutral colouring
and a raw but smooth sanded finish.

(LD250)

WM

Luxuriously long planks and a choice of six oak
effect finishes - from natural and untreated to
freshly-sanded make Rosada™ the perfect way
to add charm and character to any room.
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Oak Sahara | 6262

For a completely authentic look and feel, each style
in the collection features an all-round bevel creating
a ‘V-joint’ and an ‘individual plank’ effect.

Wood Finish
Matt Structure

RP
Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Rustic Oak | 6264
Warm and welcoming with natural character
and charm. A deeply embossed matt surface
makes for a totally authentic look and feel.

Boathouse Oak | 6188
Subtle shades combine with a Raw Wood
surface texture to give the appearance and
feel of freshly sanded timber.

Rosada™ (LD250) | Boathouse Oak | 6188

WM
Wood Finish
Matt Structure

Specification

Six stunning
styles and
finishes, from
raw beauty to
freshly-sanded.

Dimensions: 2052x198mm

Light Cracked Oak | 6258
Naturally pale in colour and full of honest
charm and character. Its natural wood grain
features are brought to life with a deeply
embossed surface texture and matt finish.

Wear Rating:
Domestic Wear Class: 23

Pack size: 2.84m²

Commercial Wear Class: 32
Wear Resistance: AC4

Planks per Pack: 7
Thickness: 8mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Masterclic Plus®

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 20 years
Commercial: 5 years

RP
Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Light Boathouse Oak | 6259
Medium to dark grain running through
a light oak, with a raw surface texture
for a natural untreated look and feel.

Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

RP
Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Cognac Rustic Oak | 6256
Dark graining contrasted with natural
rustic tones and complemented by
a realistic Raw Wood surface texture
for a floor with lots of mature charm
and character.

Corsini™ (LS300)
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Corsini

™

(LS300)

Ten totally authentic effects with narrower
planks and a luxurious all-round bevel.
Corsini™ (LS300) | Canadian Maple | 6017

Corsini™ (LS300)

Corsini

™

(LS300)

Create something cool and contemporary
or complement a classic look with a choice
of ten finishes. Whether you’re looking for
something naturally neutral or prefer the
warmth and character of a rustic effect,
each style features a unique embossed
surface for a totally natural look and feel.
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Corsini™ (LS300) | Natural Oak | 6151
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Narrower planks make it a good choice for
smaller rooms too and each one features a
four-way bevel for an authentic ‘V-joint’, giving
your floor a luxurious 'individual plank' effect.

Specification

A natural choice
for a look
that’s cool and
contemporary
or classic and
timeless.

Dimensions: 1287x140mm

Wear Rating:
Domestic Wear Class: 23

Pack size: 1.80m²

Commercial Wear Class: 32
Wear Resistance: AC4

Planks per Pack: 10
Thickness: 8mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Masterclic Plus®

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 25 years
Commercial: 5 years
Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

Corsini™ (LS300) | Light Cracked Oak | 6258

Corsini™ (LS300)

Rustic Oak | 6018

Corsini

™

Light to medium tones with
subtle graining and a natural
texture, all enhanced by our
Special Pore Effect surface.

PS

RP

Special Pore
Effect

Raw Wood
Pore Structure

S

P

Saw-Cut
Structure

Pore Structure

S

RP

Saw-Cut
Structure

Raw Wood
Pore Structure

WM

PS

Wood Matt
Finish Structure

Special Pore
Effect

RP

PS

Raw Wood
Pore Structure

Special Pore
Effect

Nougat Oak | 6269
Dark and distinguished with a Raw Wood
surface texture for a freshly-sanded effect.
Totally convincing in both look and feel.

(LS300)

Dark Oak | 6148
A medium to dark oak effect featuring
an embossed Saw-Cut surface, for a
completely authentic look and feel.

Natural Oak | 6151
Light to medium in colour with subtle
graining and embossed Saw-Cut surface
creates a naturally stunning floor anywhere.

Light Cracked Oak | 6258
A deeply embossed surface and a matt finish
create an untreated and authentic effect. This floor
has heaps of honest character and charm.

Marzipan Oak | 6268
Clean and fresh with understated graining
and a raw wood surface texture for a
newly sanded floor effect.

Canadian Maple | 6017
Light colouring and subtle graining combine
to create a floor that will contrast beautifully
with dark furnishings.

Vanilla Oak | 6265
Lovely and light with soft, neutral tones
and subtle graining for a floor with
natural character and a contemporary
look and feel.

Caramel Oak | 6271
Light in colour with cool grey
graining gives an overall neutral tone.
Our Special Pore surface ensures it
feels as fabulous as it looks.

Copper Grey Oak | 6272
Mellow copper hues and medium
to dark graining come together to
create a look that will enhance any
interior space.

Chambord™ (LB250)
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Chambord

™

(LB250)

Six stunning rectangular tile designs
with special effect surface textures.

Chambord™ (LB250) | Slate Anthracite | 6137

Chambord™ (LB250)

Chambord

™

(LB250)

SP

We offer you more choice than just wood.
Our Chambord™ collection features six stylish
alternatives - from natural slate and textile to
our heavenly plain pure white tile.
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Stone Pore
Structure

Slate Anthracite | 6137
Dark and distinctive with natural
markings and contrasting grout colour.
Featuring a realistic Stone Pore texture
emboss it’s almost impossible to
distinguish from the real thing.

MG
Matt-Gloss
Look

Anthracite Textile | 6150
A medium to dark grey textile effect,
accentuated by our special Matt-Gloss
finish.

Featuring rectangular tiles and a bevel edge
with contrasting joint colour, creating a floor
with a contemporary look and feel is easy.
Each style features a unique surface finish that
enhances the characteristics of the material you
choose and creates a totally authentic effect.
Chambord™ (LB250) | Slate Anthracite | 6137

SP
Stone Pore
Structure

Specification

Create a floor with
a contemporary
look and feel.

Dimensions: 632x325mm

Slate Grey | 6136
A gorgeous grey slate tile effect with
subtle silvery markings and our Stone
Pore texture surface for an authentic
look and feel.

SP
Stone Pore
Structure

Wear Rating:

Slate Sahara | 6138
A light-coloured slate tile effect with
sandy shades and subtle markings for a
fresh modern floor. Totally authentic in
look and feel thanks to our Stone Pore
surface emboss technique.

Domestic Wear Class: 23
Pack size: 2.05m²

Commercial Wear Class: 32
Wear Resistance: AC4

Tiles per Pack: 10
Thickness: 8mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Masterclic Plus®

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 25 years
Commercial: 5 years
Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

SP
Stone Pore
Structure

White Sandstone | 6047
A light, bright sandstone tile effect that’s
sure to create a feeling of space in any
room. Featuring our special Stone Pore
emboss for a totally realistic look and feel.

MG
Matt-Gloss
Look

Plain Pure White | 6097
A clean and crisp white tile effect that will
bring a feeling of peace and tranquillity to
any space. Our special Matt-Gloss finish
gives it a silky shimmering surface.
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Barolo™ (LD300/25 Melango)
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Barolo

™

(LD300/25 Melango)

Longer, wider and deeper – laminate flooring
doesn’t get any more luxurious than this.
Barolo™ (LD300/25 Melango) | White Grey Oak | 6277

Barolo™ (LD300/25 Melango)

PS
Special Pore
Structure

Barolo

™

Light oak effect with subdued graining totally authentic in both look and feel thanks
to our Special Pore effect surface texture.

(LD300/25 Melango)

PS

With a choice of six oak effects there’s a style
to suit you – whatever your taste. For complete
authenticity Barolo™ planks have a unique
non-repeat decor ensuring that each piece
is as individual as the next.

38

White Oak Harmonious | 6139

Barolo™ planks are longer, wider and deeper
and feature an all-round bevel, giving a luxurious
‘V-joint’ where planks meet... this really is the
ultimate in laminate flooring.

Special Pore
Structure

PS
Special Pore
Structure

Toffee Oak | 6275
A warm medium oak created with different
depths and degrees of gloss – see and feel
all the natural knots, cracks and grain.

Caramel Oak | 6276
Luxurious and light with subtle graining
and Special Pore surface texture making
it feel as natural as it looks.

Barolo™ (LD300/25 Melango) | White Grey Oak | 6277

PS
Special Pore
Structure

Specification

The ultimate in
laminate flooring,
with each plank
as individual as
the next.

Dimensions: 2052x248mm

White Grey Oak | 6277
Light oak with gorgeous grey graining
giving an overall medium tone. Our Special
Pore effect texture allows you to see and
feel every natural characteristic.

Wear Rating:
Domestic Wear Class: 23

Pack size: 2.54m²

Commercial Wear Class: 32
Wear Resistance: AC4

Planks per Pack: 5
Thickness: 9mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Masterclic Plus®

WM

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: 25 years
Commercial: 5 years

Wood Finish
Matt Structure

Natural Vintage Oak | 6287
Wonderfully warm hues and medium
toned graining combine with a deep
embossed surface for a floor that feels
every bit as fabulous as it looks.

Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

WM
Wood Finish
Matt Structure

Mohair Grey Vintage Oak |
6288
A medium toned oak with silver-grey
graining. With a deeply embossed
surface and matt finish to recreate
the exact look and feel of the original
wood grain.

Nadura® (NB400)

Nadura
flooring

®

40

(NB400)
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Nadura® is a completely new and revolutionary
product, constructed from an innovative mix of
materials to create a flooring option that’s stylish,
resilient and incredibly tough. So tough, it has a
lifetime warranty on domestic use.

The unique
properties of
Nadura® are
achieved by
bonding three
layers together
using heat and
pressure.

Nadura® Surface
An extremely tough mix of
wood powder and minerals.

Nadura® (NB400) | Slate Anthracite | 6220

AquaSafe Special Layer

Nadura® Backing

Made from special wood materials to
help prevent damage from moisture.

Specially engineered to stabilise
the structure of the flooring.

Nadura® (NB400)

About Nadura
42

A whole range
of authentic
surface designs
and textures.

®

(NB400)

Nadura® is a completely new product and is
engineered using wood powder technology.
Wood powder is an innovative, natural mix of
materials consisting of wood fibres, mineral
substances, colouring and additives.
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The innovative material allows for a range
of surface designs that replicate elegant slate
and sandstone, textile or authentic wood effects.
A deeply embossed surface structure gives
Nadura® floors a totally authentic look and feel.

Slip resistant, resistant
to humidity and easy to
clean – Nadura® can even
cope with heavier wear.
Cross-section of Nadura® element with
heavily reinforced wear layer directly
attached to a special board, in an
electron microscope.

Cross-section of laminate with a wear layer
made of overlay, decor paper and HDF
middle layer, in an electron microscope.

Close examination of Nadura®
The significantly reinforced wear layer consists of a special mix of wood fibres,
mineral substances and colouring. It is applied on to a special AquaSafe board,
which is based on a wood material. The final backing provides stability.

Nadura® (NB400)

Durable and
impact resistant
The surface coating is up to three times thicker
than standard coated floors and combined with
our stable AquaSafe special board it is extremely
tough and abrasion-resistant.
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The mineral substance content means Nadura®
floors are just as tough as stone or ceramic.
But, whereas ceramic tiles and even stone or slate
can crack when subject to impact, with Nadura®
only small dents or scratches result which can be
partly repaired if required. The surface coating is
coloured all the way through so you won’t see any
stress whitening.

Ceramic and fine
stonewear tiles
split or crack
when subject to
heavy impact.
The alternative:
Nadura® flooring.

The Nadura® Extreme Factory Test
In a test of Nadura's strength, over 1,250 trucks, collectively weighing
more than 375,000 tonnes, were driven over a Nadura® floor. The Nadura®
remained unscathed!

Wet, coarse
dirt can even
be removed
from the deeper
surface structures
as Nadura® is
extremely scrub
and abrasion
resistant.

Nadura® (NB400)
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Cosier than ceramic
and stone
Body heat is
drawn away
slower than
with ceramic
or real stone.

Nadura® floors offer similar levels of warm-tothe-foot comfort to those you’d expect from
real wood floors. Due to the high level of wood
fibre content, body heat is drawn away slower
than with ceramic or real stone.

Stone and ceramic
tiles are one thing
above all: cool.
The alternative:
Nadura® flooring.

Nadura® (NB400)

Nadura

®

(NB400)

Slate Effect

Five naturally timeless designs, with something for
every style of room - from tradition to ultra trendy.
And, thanks to their lifetime residential warranties,
whichever Nadura® you choose you can be sure it’ll
stay looking as fabulous as the day it was fitted.
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Slate Anthracite | 6220
A dark grey natural slate tile effect with
an authentic texture and contrasting
recessed grout lines creating a timeless
look and feel.

Steel Effect

Sienna Grey | 6305
A contemporary metallic effect floor with a
rusty patina, the perfect way to bring urban
industrial chic to any space, it looks as cool
as steel but feels as warm as wood.

Nadura® (NB400) | Slate Anthracite | 6220

Slate Effect

Specification

You can be sure
it’ll stay looking
as fabulous as the
day it was fitted.

Dimensions: 853x395mm

Slate Grey | 6221
A light natural slate effect with authentic
texture, recessed grout lines and subtle
quartz effect that catches the light.
It’s just like the real thing but warmer.

Wear Rating:
Domestic Wear Class: 23

Pack size: 1.69m²

Commercial Wear Class: 34
Wear Resistance: AC6

Tiles per Pack: 5
Thickness: 10.5mm
Edge: 4-Way Bevel
Click system: Masterclic Plus®

MEISTER warranty*:
Residential: Lifetime
Commercial: 10 years
Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms.
* Warranty according to MeisterWerke warranty
conditions at www.meister.com

Wood Effect

Dark Brown Hickory | 6306
With warm wood tones and beautifully
detailed rustic graining this style is a
perfect way to create a realistic mature
looking floor.

Grey Stone
Effect

Sandstone Beige Grey | 6302
A warm grey stone design with a realistic
texture. Featuring a surface finish with
both matt and gloss elements this floor
catches the light giving it a contemporary
lustre effect.

49

Engineering

German engineering
through and through

Simple, quick and secure - Masterclic Plus®
• The unique system for fast laying and secure connection.
• Minimises inconvenience and reduces the cost of installation.
• The combination of the patented Masterclic Plus® system at the short end
side with the tried and tested longitudinal Uniclic connection provides great
ease of installation.

50

Committed to innovation, two things give
MEISTER flooring its long life: the high quality,
carefully selected materials and the intelligent
multi-layer construction featuring our strong
middle layer (HDF on laminate and AquaSafe
on Nadura®) that guarantees durability –
all designed by the most respected engineers
in the world – German engineers.
Of course there’s also the easy way it fits
together – our Masterclic Plus® installation
technology produces extremely durable,
secure and resilient floors.

51

1

The flooring is lowered
right next to the
neighbouring plank.

2

After lowering, the flooring is
not yet locked at the ends.

The floor
can be easily
disassembled and
re-laid if necessary
– protecting your
investment.

Masterclic Plus® is featured on the
Rosada™, Corsini™, Chambord™,
Borolo™ and Nadura® collections.

All of this, and more, has helped to set the
standard in our industry.

3

The tongue is only activated
when the next row is laid.

4

This results in a
secure connection.

5

To disassemble the flooring,
the locked row is lifted and
levered out.

6

The end connection can be
unlocked by levering it out.

With over 200 registered
patents and designs,
MEISTER sets the
standard in our industry.
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Easy to
install

Every MEISTER floor is designed to offer outstanding
performance and beauty for many years in the
home. However, each collection features a choice
of unique technical features to give you additional
benefits - such as reduced personal static build-up,
extra resilience to scratches or, even added noise
reduction. Use the table opposite to select the right
collection for you.
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Technical capabilities

Masterclic Plus®

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Multiclic

✔

✔

Innovative surface
structures give
realistic finishes

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

In all living areas

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Domestic Wear Class

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

31

32

32

32

32

32

34

AC3

AC4

AC4

AC4

AC4

AC4

AC6

15

20

20

25

25

25

Lifetime

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

Duralay acoustic underlay
available. Reduces inroom noise by up to 30%

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Certified by the Blue
Angel, the world’s premier
award for environmentally
friendly products

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Prevents swelling due
to water ingress

✔

✔

✔

✔

Increases resistance
to micro scratches and
abrasion and provides
additional protection
against wear

✔

✔

✔

✔

Reduces personal
static build-up

✔

✔

✔

✔

Suitable for Commercial Wear Class
heavy wear
Wear Resistance
Residential (years)
MEISTER Commercial (years)
warranty*

10.5mm
8mm

Noise
reduction

9mm
THICKNESS
1287mm

8mm
8mm

853mm

7mm

632mm

Edge design

AquaSafe
system

2052mm

With most of our collections* the
edge of the planks that fit next to each
other merge together into a V-bevel.
This emphasises the character of
the design and makes the overall
appearance really authentic.

Diamond
Pro®

HEIGHT

1287mm
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* Available in Vecchio , Rosada , Corsini ,
Barolo™ and Nadura® collections.
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The
Blue Angel
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*Full warranty conditions available at www.meister.com
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Wear Class 23

Wear Class 31

Wear Class 32

Wear Class 34

Wear Resistance

The ideal floor for all
living areas with heavy
wear such as kitchens,
hallways, home
offices etc.

The ideal floor for
commercial areas
with normal wear
such as hotel
rooms, small offices,
conference rooms etc.

The ideal floor for
commercial areas with
normal wear such as
offices, waiting rooms,
boutiques etc.

Ideal for very heavy
wear in commercial
areas such as ticket
offices and
department stores.

AC3:	Heavy residential traffic/suitable
for all areas of the home; moderate
commercial traffic/suitable for hotel
rooms and small offices.

N.B. Suitable for all rooms except bathrooms. Wear Classes are defined by the European Standard for
Laminate floor coverings (EN 13329), produced by the CEN, the European Committee for Standardisation.

AC4: General commercial traffic/suitable
for offices, boutiques and cafés.
AC6: V
 ery high commercial use, suitable
for shops/stores with high traffic.
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Accessories

1MK Profile
Specially designed, colour coordinated mini
skirting boards that can also be used as a scotia.

Accessories
& Floor Care
6272 | Copper Grey Oak

6271 | Caramel Oak

6269 | Nougat Oak

6535 | Antique Grey Oak

6065 | Antique Oak

6256 | Cognac Rustic Oak

Everything you need to give your MEISTER floor a
professional finish and keep it looking as good as
the day it was fitted.
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6264 | Rustic Oak

6018 | Rustic Oak

6135 | Natural Rustic Oak

6288
Mohair Grey Vintage Oak

6287 | Natural Vintage Oak

6148 | Dark Oak

6259 | Light Boathouse Oak

6277 | White Grey Oak

6188 | Boathouse Oak

6177 | Toffee Oak

6017 | Maple

6276 | Caramel Oak

6262 | Sahara Oak

8PK Profile
Specially designed, colour coordinated profile to
match the Chambord™ and Nadura® collections.

Chambord™ Profiles

6137 | Slate Anthracite

6150 | Textile Anthracite

6136 | Grey Slate

6138 | Sahara Slate

6047 | White Sandstone

6097 | Pure White

6275 | Toffee Oak

6265 | Vanilla Oak

6151 | Natural Oak

6258 | Light Cracked Oak

6173 | Lyed Oak

Nadura®
Profiles

6306 | Dark Brown Hickory

6220 | Slate Anthracite

6305 | Sienna Grey

6302
Beige-Grey Sandstone

6221 | Slate Grey

6268 | Marzipan Oak

6503 | Arctic White Oak

6139
White Oak / Harmonious

324 | White / Shiny

2222 | White / Brushable

8PK Fixing Clips
Fixing clips for the 8PK profiles.

1MK Fixing Clips
Fixing clips for all 1MK profiles.

Accessories

Flexo Edgings
With its especially broad bottom profile, the new clip-on transition profile “Flexo” can be securely fitted
to the sub-floor. Thanks to its patented swivel joint design, it adapts precisely to the height and angle of
different flooring heights from 4mm to 18mm absorbing movement from neighbouring floor coverings
without ratcheting. This system guarantees simple fitting and removal of the covering profile.
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6132
Grey Oak

6284
Nougat
Vintage Pine

6131
Medium Oak

6036
Brown Oak
1 Strip

6275
Toffee Oak

6288
Mohair Grey
Vintage Oak

6133
Light Oak
Harmonious

287
Natural Oak
1 Strip

286
Light Oak
1 Strip

6287
Natural
Vintage Oak

6139
White Oak
Harmonious

6276
Caramel Oak

6277
White Grey
Oak

6285
Cream Grey
Oak

202
Maple 3 Strip

791
Silver Grey
Pine

15 | American Walnut

1 | Natural Oak

14 | American Cherry Tree

19 | Beech

20 | Light Beech

27 | Canadian Maple

Door Stops
Solid wood, colour coordinated.
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6503
Arctic White
Oak

Scotia
Colour coordinated scotia floor trim is used to cover the expansion gap
of up to 10mm around the perimeter of a Laminate flooring installation.
287B Universal End Profile
Suitable for covering the
expansion gap running along patio
doors, fire places etc. where a flat
smooth finish is required.
Grey Oak

Rustic Oak

Oak 3 Strip

Oak

Floor Edge Trim
Colour coordinated floor edge trim has been specially designed to bridge the
expansion gap of up to 15mm between Laminate flooring and existing skirting boards.
It is self adhesive, easy to fit and sits flat to the floor giving a clean smooth finish.

Walnut

Oak

Light Oak

White Grey Oak

Quadrant
Selected profiles in primed
white and satin white to cover
the expansion joint.

324 | White / Shiny / Plain

2222 | White / Brushable

286 Universal
Joining Profile
The proven installation
solution for transitions,
ends and expansion joints.

288B Universal
Transition Profile
Universal transition profile
- 6.5mm to 16mm.

888 Universal
Transition Profile
Universal transition profile
"Flex" - 7mm to 17mm.

Universal Stair
Nosings
To protect the laminate
joints at the stair nosing.
Suitable for vertical or
raked back risers.

3400 Fitting Angle
Support brackets for
vertical stair risers.

3402 Sloping Angle
Support brackets for
raked back stair risers.

Radiator Rosettes
Coordinating colours, in one flexible
style to suit most radiator pipes. Covers
the expansion gap around pipework.
2017 | Light Walnut

2034 | Light Oak

2011 | Beech

2014 | White Oak

2013 | Natural Oak

2035 | Chrome

2009 | Maple

2043 | White

Laminate Cleaner
Specially developed
for MEISTER floors to
maintain that just
fitted look!

Product
Code

Product
Name

Colour
Code

1Mk Profile

Flexo Edging

Cognac Rustic Oak

LC50

Belvedere™

6256

Cognac Rustic Oak
6256

Natural Oak | 287

–

Light Cracked Oak

LC50

Belvedere™

6258

Light Cracked Oak
6258

Light Oak | 286

–

Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6055

Rustic Oak | 6018

Medium Oak | 6131

–

Antique Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6065

Antique Oak | 6065

Natural Oak | 287

–

Colour
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–

8PK Profile

Accreditations

Accessories

Profile and Flexo Colour Guide
The table below provides information to ensure that the
correct Profile or Flexo Edging accessory is available to
match your flooring.

Setting the standards
in our industry

–

Natural Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6153

Natural Rustic Oak
6135

Lyed Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6173

Lyed Oak | 6173

Cream Grey Oak | 6285

–

Top 100 Innovators 2013

Toffee Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6177

Toffee Oak | 6177

Brown Oak | 6036

–

Awarded after a project coordinated by the Institute of Entrepreneurship and

Antique Grey Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6535

Antique Grey Oak
6535

Grey Oak | 6132

–

Lyed White Oak

LD70

Vecchio™

6181

Arctic White Oak | 6503

Arctic White Oak | 6503

–

Rustic Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6018

Rustic Oak | 6018

Medium Oak | 6131

–

Dark Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6148

Dark Oak | 6148

Mohair Grey Vintage
6288

–

Natural Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6151

Natural Oak | 6151

Light Oak Harmonious
6133

–

Light Cracked Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6258

Light Cracked Oak
6258

Light Oak Harmonious
6133

–

award for environmentally friendly products and services. This means you can be

Marzipan Oak

LS300

™

Corsini

6268

Marzipan Oak | 6268

–

sure you are choosing a low-emissions, ecological floor.

Nougat Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6269

Nougat Oak | 6269

Nougat Vintage Pine
6284

–

Canadian Maple

LS300

™

Corsini

6017

Maple | 6017

Maple | 202

–

Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V.

Vanilla Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6265

Vanilla Oak | 6265

Silver Grey Pine | 791

–

Together with the Association of European Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF),

Caramel Oak

–

–

Innovation and the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration
was launched to find Germany’s most innovative small and medium-sized
enterprises. MEISTER was recognised as ‘outstanding’.

The Blue Angel
The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes
is that MEISTER floors carry the Blue Angel – the world’s first and most well-known

MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH supports sustainable building using environmental

LS300

™

Corsini

6271

Caramel Oak | 6271

Nougat Vintage Pine
6284

Copper Grey Oak

LS300

Corsini™

6272

Copper Grey Oak | 6272

Grey Oak | 6132

–

Oak Sahara

LD250

Rosada

6262

Oak Sahara | 6262

White Oak Harmonious
6139

–

Rustic Oak

LD250

Rosada

6264

Rustic Oak | 6264

Natural Oak | 287

–

CE Mark

Boathouse Oak

–

All MEISTER laminate flooring complies with all European

™

™

product declarations from the Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V. (Institute Construction
and Environment (IBU) e.V.). Declaration number: EPD-MWS-2011111-D.

LD250

™

Rosada

6188

Boathouse Oak | 6188

Mohair Grey Vintage
6288

Light Cracked Oak

LD250

Rosada™

6258

Light Cracked Oak
6258

Light Oak | 286

–

Light Boathouse
Oak

LD250

Rosada™

6259

Light Boathouse Oak
6259

Light Oak | 286

–

Cognac Rustic Oak

LD250

Rosada™

6256

Cognac Rustic Oak
6256

Brown Oak | 6036

–

White Oak
Harmonious

LD300/25

Barolo™

6139

White Oak | 6139

White Oak Harmonious
6139

–

Producers of Laminate Flooring and the slogan of the EPLF logo puts it in a nutshell:

Toffee Oak

LD300/25

Barolo™

6275

Toffee Oak | 6275

Toffee Oak | 6275

–

as European brand-name manufacturers we are well-known in the world for our

Caramel Oak

LD300/25

Barolo

6276

Caramel Oak | 6276

Caramel Oak | 6276

–

laminate flooring of certified quality, technological sophistication, with excellent

White Grey Oak

LD300/25

™

Barolo

6277

White Grey Oak | 6277

White Grey Oak | 6277

–

Natural Vintage
Oak

LD300/25

Barolo™

6287

Natural Vintage Oak
6287

Natural Vintage Oak
6287

–

Mohair Grey
Vintage Oak

LD300/25

Barolo™

6288

Mohair Grey Vintage
Oak | 6288

Mohair Grey Vintage
6288

–

Slate Anthracite

™

health and safety regulations.

EPLF - Association of European Producers
of Laminate Flooring
The MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH is a member of the Association of European

usage properties and a first class eco-balance, convincing in looks and surface feel
– additionally with ever new, creative and decorative ideas.

MADE IN GERMANY

LB250

™

Chambord

6137

–

–

Slate Anthracite | 6137

We are firmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of

Anthracite Textile

LB250

Chambord™

6150

–

–

Anthracite Textile | 6150

where we come from. For us, ‘Made in Germany’ also means top quality standards

Slate Grey

LB250

Chambord™

6136

–

–

Slate Grey | 6136

and it is our daily challenge to meet these.

Slate Sahara

LB250

Chambord™

6138

–

–

Slate Sahara | 6138

White Sandstone

LB250

Chambord™

6047

–

–

White Sandstone | 6047

Plain Pure White

LB250

Chambord

6097

–

–

Plain Pure White | 6097

Slate Anthracite

NB400

®

Nadura

6220

–

–

Slate Anthracite | 6220

Sienna Grey

NB400

Nadura®

6305

–

–

Sienna Grey | 6305

Slate Grey

NB400

Nadura®

6221

–

–

Slate Grey | 6221

Up to 25 Year Warranty on Laminate – depending on the collection you choose.
A Lifetime Warranty on Nadura® fitted in private living areas. A 10 year warranty

™

Sandstone Beige
Grey

NB400

Nadura®

6302

–

–

Beige-Grey Sandstone
6302

Dark Brown
Hickory

NB400

Nadura®

6306

–

–

Dark Brown Hickory
6306

MEISTER Warranty
We are so convinced of the quality of our Laminate and Nadura® flooring that we are
happy to give you a warranty covering surface wear.

applies to commercial areas.
Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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